
Our most popular JH Shooting Experience!!! 

                                      Multi-Gun Rifle & Pistol 
Experience  

 

 
 

Up to 3 Hours of Shooting Instruction and Fun 
$650 for 1st Shooter / $200 per Additional Shooter      
Additional Coach & Shooting Bench for Groups with Over 5 Shooters (Required) and By Special Request = $500 

Firearm selection, up to 400 shots, paper and metal targets, eye and electronic hearing protection, private instructor, range fees, drinks, finger snacks,  
course set-up & clean-up and great opportunities for FUN are included in this most popular Shooting Experience.  Simply dress for the weather and have a BLAST! 

 

Following your safety briefing and within 15 minutes of arrival, your group will be firing your first shots, safely led by your friendly 
private instructor!  EVERY EXPERIENCE IS DIFFERENT ~ We tailor each Shooting Experience based on each shooter’s level of 
comfort and skill, number of shooters in your party, your goals and desires, etc.  It’s common to have shooters of varying shooting 
backgrounds ~ we’ll meet you ‘where you are’ and are certain that you’ll enjoy a tremendous variety of firearms and spirited 
adventure.   Come Give it a Shot!! 
 

While shooting for your first hour and a half or so, you will focus on the shooting fundamentals in a safe, uniquely educational and FUN style, the signature 
of Jackson Hole Shooting Experience!  You’ll learn to shoot or improve your accuracy, engage in speed competitions with our precise shot timer and get 
comfortable with your firearms and what you can do with them.  You will fire up to 300 rounds through a variety of .22 caliber rimfire rifles and handguns 
which have little recoil, some of which may include: 

 Several Ruger 10-22s in .22 caliber; semi-automatic rifles w/ red dot sight and a variety of scopes 
 Rossi .22 caliber, break action with fiber optic sights  

 Henry .22 caliber, lever action with aperture sights or scope 
 Smith & Wesson AR style carbine in 22LR 

 Savage Mark II .22 caliber, single shot bolt action with competition scope 

 Savage Mark I .22 caliber, youth version with scope 

 Ruger or Colt Single Action Revolver .22 caliber  
 Smith & Wesson Double Action Revolver .22 caliber 
 Ruger Mark III .22 caliber, semi-automatic in standard and bull barrels 

 Smith & Wesson M&P .22 caliber, semi-automatic  

 CZ-USA Kadet .22 caliber, semi-automatic  
 

Next we’ll introduce you to our larger caliber handguns and rifles.  Each shooter will fire approximately 3 - 5 rounds with many of the following firearms.   

 9mm Semi-Automatic Pistols, which may include the CZ 75, Sig Sauer P226, Beretta 92 FS,  
Glock 17, S&W M&P 9c and others, each in 9mm  

 Ruger Blackhawk Single Action Revolver .38 caliber & .357 Mag  
 S&W Highway Patrolman Double Action Revolver in .38 caliber 

 .45 ACP Semi-Automatic Pistols, which may include several 1911s, Glock 21,  SA XDM, CZ 97, and others, all in .45 ACP 
 AK-47 with iron sights and another with a red dot 
 SKS 7.62 x 39 with iron sights, Chinese version 

 Tikka T3 Sporter chambered in .223 with a long range scope 

 LWRC AR-15 with premier Aimpoint sight and 3X magnifier 

 303 British Enfield 100 year old bolt action 

 Marlin Lever-Action .357 

 1928 Mosin Nagant Russian Rifle 7.62 x 54R from 1928 
 1940’s Yugoslavian Mauser 8mm  
 Remington 700 Modern Sniper Rifle .308 caliber with Leopold scope 

 Remington 700 Rifles in .308, 300 WM, .223, 7 Rem Mag with scopes 
 Many more not listed above! 

 (More firearms, including Desert Eagle .50 AE, and the ridiculously huge .50 caliber BMG rifle, are available at additional cost.) 
 

*Firearms used and the number of shots each shooter fires will depend on several factors including the number of shooters in your party and how quickly your group 
prefers to move through the challenges and instruction;  a shooter will typically fire 12-24 guns during this Experience with us. Very slight body-frames may not be able 
to safely shoot the largest caliber firearms; your coach will advise when on the range.  Firearms sometimes require servicing and a comparable or higher substitution 
may be made when necessary. Additional rounds to shoot downrange through your favorite firearms will be available on site for an additional cost per shot; see 
Ammunition Pricing Worksheet for market prices. There is shelter over-head for this outdoor Experience; please dress for the weather. Parties with more than 5 
shooters require a second coach and shooting bench reservation for safety and pace; smaller groups may also enjoy a second coach/shooting bench to foster more 
trigger time for each shooter. We will charge your CC on file if you cancel within 72 hours of your scheduled Experience IF we cannot place another family or group 

with your secured coach & bench.  One shooter will be firing at a time; you are encouraged to cheer & jeer your fellow shooters! We are a Private Instruction Company 
contracting use of the JH Gun Club shooting range; sometimes community, youth or law enforcement groups, etc, will host events which will supersede our scheduled 
reservations, not always with tremendous notice; we at JHSE will bend over backwards to reschedule your shoot to fit your schedule and/or secure an alternative 
location as available.                                             Rev. 12-13 
 

 
 

 

A MOST UNIQUE 
SHOOTING EXPERIENCE! 


